Call for Contributions
+++ Extension of Deadline +++

TimeSpace - In[ter]ventions
November 17th, 2017, 10am to 4pm
Pre-program to the 7th Austrian Development Conference, 2017
17th - 19th of November, Graz
www.entwicklungstagung.at
Political, ecological, social, economical and cultural changes – is it a multi-dimensional crisis or emancipation on multiple axes? In an effort to make the multitude of
complex global changes both explain- and understandable, the TimeSpace –
In[ter]ventions initiative offers students, former students and "non-established" interested parties an opportunity to present and discuss their work, ideas and projects.
It is held in cooperation with Mattersburg Circle, as a pre-program to the 7th Austrian Development Conference, 2017 in Graz, the largest conference in the fields of
global and development politics in Austria. It is a space for researchers, activists and
other interested parties to meet up and share ideas. TimeSpace – In[ter]ventions is,
in modified form, a sequel to the "Forum for Young Researchers".
TimeSpace – In[ter]ventions is organised in association with In[ter]ventions, a network of students, former students and interested parties that aims to offer a platform
for discussion and joint actions, that emerged from the students' conference of the
same name in 2016.
Development, as we understand it, is a malleable and broad-spectrum term, as is the
scope of its criticism – we thus welcome all contributions that deal with social conditions and transformative processes, may they be national or international, societal or
social. This includes inputs on development, social struggles, education, economics,
poverty and sustainability – we want to invite everyone who is working on, thinking
about, researching, shaping and fighting for socio-economical transformation.

Take part!

Send us your abstract (form below) before October 16th, at interventions@ie.bagru.at and register here.
Registration for anyone that wants to take part in the discussion in other ways, i.e.
as a listener, is open until October 16th.

The organisers of the conference try to offer free lodging for all participants who
might need it. If this applies to you, please contact Julia Günther: julia.guenther@paulofreirezentrum.at
If you have any suggestions or questions regarding the abstract, the proceedings, or if
your contribution will fit with the conference, you can reach us at interventions@ie.bagru.at
In cooperation with Mattersburg Circle / Mattersburger Kreis

ABSTRACT
Your abstract should give us an idea about your planned contribution. This can be in
the form of a presentation, a poster, or something completely different. Don’t be
afraid to try out something more creative for your submission as well, if you have a
different idea. If your contribution is based on a paper or thesis that already exists,
feel free to send it to us as well!
We welcome contributions in English, however the main language during the
TimeSpace as well as the Conference is going to be German.
Your contribution
Title
Short description (max. 2,000 characters)

How does the contribution relate to the topic area?

Type of contribution
Do you require specific tools or materials (projection, whiteboard, flipchart, etc.) or a
specific environment (lighting, exhibition space, etc.)?

About you
Name
Email
Field of study or area of work
Other comments

